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Abstract

This paper proposes a single image dehazing algorithms based on
shearlet Transform, and goal is to improve the contrast of the foggy
images. Firstly, algorithm execute shearlet transforms for foggy images,
get low frequency coefficients and high frequency of in all directions and
scale factor, then execute fuzzy contrast enhancement for Low-frequency
coefficients, then execute fuzzy enhancement for high-frequency coeffi-
cients of different scales in different directions, Finally, execute shearlet
inverse transform for low-frequency coefficients and high frequency co-
efficients of treated. Experimental results show that this algorithm can
effectively improve the visual effect of the foggy images, and enhance
the contrast of the foggy images.
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1 Introduction

Many photographs from our daily life are easily plagued by the aerosols
suspended in the medium. Therefore, the qualities of photographs taken in
the foggy scenes are seriously degraded. The goal of dehazing algorithms is to
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restoration visibility and enhancement contrast from foggy image.
Images defogging algorithm can be seen as a branch of image enhancement

algorithm. In recent years, image enhancement research has achieved a lot of
success. Improvement in quality of these degraded images can be achieved by
using application of enhancement Techniques. Histogram equalization is the
most popular spatial approach for enhancing the contrast of image [1-2]. His-
togram equalization may produce the worse quality of result image than that
of the original image since the histogram of the result image becomes approxi-
mately uniform. Large peaks in the histogram can be caused by uninteresting
area. Therefore, histogram equalization may lead to an increased visibility of
unwanted image noises [3]. This means that it does not adapt to local contrast
requirement and minor contrast differences can be entirely missed especially
when the number of pixels falling in a particular gray level range is relatively
small. The image enhancement algorithms based on the wavelet transform are
typical method in the frequency domain approaches. Wavelet transform is the
improved version of Fourier transform. While Fourier transform is a powerful
tool for analyzing the components of a stationary signal, it fails for analyzing
the non-stationary signal whereas wavelet transform allows the components
of a non-stationary signal to be analyzed. Wavelet transforms been used for
image processing applications including noise removal [4-5]. They have been
widely used for the contrast enhancement algorithms by multi-scale edge repre-
sentation and wavelet analysis together with image sharpening, soft-threshold
filtering, and histogram specification etc. In addition, enhancement method
also includes fuzzy theory, genetic algorithm [6] ,Retinex theory [7], curverlet
transform[8] and contourlet transform[9] etc.

Because the wavelet is not well represented in the information of direction
of the image, the multi-scale analysis more widely in image processing such as
curverlet transform and contourlet transform etc. In this paper, we propose
use Shearlet transform in image dehazing processing, that a novel directional
multiscale mathematical framework which is especially adapted to identifica-
tion and analysis of distributed discontinuities such as edges occurring in foggy
images. Wavelets are however known to have a limited capability in dealing
with directional information. By contrast, the shearlet approach, which we
propose here, is particularly designed to deal with directional and anisotropic
features typically present in foggy images, and has the ability to accurately
and efficiently capture the geometric information of edges.
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2 Shearlet transform

Consider the subspace of L2(R2) given by L2(C)v =
{
f ∈ L2(R2) : suppf̂ ⊂ C

}
,where C is the ”horizontalcone” in the frequency plane[11]:

C =

{
(ξ1, ξ2) ∈ R2 : |ξ1| ≥ 2and

∣∣∣∣ξ1

ξ2

∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1

}
(1)

Following formula which is a simple generalization of a result from [12],
provides sufficient conditions on the function Ψ or obtaining a reproducing
system of continuous Shearlets on L2 (C)v. Consider the shearlet group Λ(h) ={

(Mas, p) : 0 < a ≤ 1
4
,−3

2
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2
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}
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)
. For ξ =

(ξ1, ξ2) ∈ R2, ξ2 6= 0 , let Ψ(h) defined as follows:

Ψ̂(h) (ξ) = Ψ̂(h) (ξ1|ξ2) = Ψ̂1 (ξ1) Ψ̂2

(
ξ2

ξ1

)
(2)

Where Ψ1 ∈ L2 (R) satisfies the condition
∫∞

0

∣∣∣Ψ̂1 (aξ)
∣∣∣2 da
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, ‖Ψ2‖L2 = 1, Ψ̂2 @ [−1, 1]. Then, for

all f ∈ L2 (C)v we have:

f (x) =

∫
R2

∫ 3
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< f,Ψ(h)
asp (x)

da
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dsdp (3)

Where Ψ
(h)
asp (x) = |detMas|−

1
2 Ψ(h) (M−1

as (x− p)) , with convergence in the
L2. If the assumptions of equation (2) are satisfied, we say that the func-
tions:

Ψ(h) =

{
Ψ(h)
asp : 0 ≤ a ≤ 1

4
,−3

2
≤ s ≤ 3

2
, p ∈ R2

}
(4)

Are continuous shearlets for L2 (C)v and that the corresponding mapping

from f ∈ L2 (C)v into SH(h)f (a, s, p) =
〈
f,Ψ

(h)
asp

〉
is the continuous shearlet

transform on L2 (C)v with respect to Λ(h). The index label (h) used in the
notation of the shearlet system Ψ(h) (and the corresponding shearlet trans-
form) indicates that the system (4) has frequency support in the horizontal
cone C ; a second shearlet system will be defined below with support in the
complementary vertical cone. A shearlet Ψ

(h)
asp ∈ Ψ(h) has the form:

Ψ̂(h)
asp (ξ1, ξ2) = a

3
4 Ψ̂1 (aξ1) Ψ̂2

(
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1
2

(
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− s
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e−2πiξp (5)

Wherefore function Ψ̂
(h)
asp has support:
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Where s is a line of slope. The support becomes increasingly elongated as
a→ 0.

The shearlet transform SH
(h)
Ψ provides a reproducing formula only for func-

tions in a proper subspace of L2 (R2) , we can introduce a similar transform
to deal with the functions supported on the ”vertical cone”:

C(v) =

{
(ξ1, ξ2) ∈ R2 : |ξ2| ≥ 2and

∣∣∣∣ξ2

ξ1

∣∣∣∣ > 1

}
(7)

Specifically, let:

Ψ̂(v) (ξ) = Ψ̂(v) (ξ1, ξ2) = Ψ̂1 (ξ2) Ψ̂2

(
ξ2

ξ1

)
(8)

Where Ψ̂1, Ψ̂2 is satisfy the same assumptions in equation (2), and consider
the shearlet group Λ(v) =

{
(Nas, p) : 0 ≤ a ≤ 1,−3

2
≤ s ≤ 3

2
, p ∈ R2

}
, where

Nas =
(
a
1
2 0

−a
1
2 s a

)
. Then it is easy to verify that the functions:

Ψ(v) =

{
Ψ(v)
asp = |detNas|−

1
2 Ψ(v)

(
N−1
as (x− p)

)
: 0 ≤ a ≤ 1

4
,−3

2
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2
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}
(9)

This is continuous shearlets for L2
(
C(v)

)v
. The corresponding transform

SHv
Ψf (a, s, p) =

〈
f,Ψ

(v)
asp

〉
is the continuous shearlet transform on L2 (C)v

with respect to Λ(v).Finally, introduce a window function W ,we can represent
the functions with frequency support on the set [−2, 2]2 as:

f =

∫
R2

〈f,Wp〉Wpdp (10)

Where Wp (x) = W (x− p). As a result, we can represent any function
f ∈ L2 (R2) with respect of the full system of shearlets, that includes a set

of horizontal shearlets Ψ
(h)
asp, vertical shearlets Ψ

(h)
asp and coarse-scale isotropic

functions Wp.
Combining these theories, we have that

AAB (Ψ) =
{

Ψjlk = |detA|
j
2 ,Ψ

(
BlAjx− k

)
: jl ∈ Z, k ∈ Z2

}
(11)

Where Ψ ∈ L2(R2),A and B is invertible matrix of 2× 2. Matrix Aj asso-
ciated with the scale transformation, matrix Bj associated with the geometric
scales, and |detB| = 1.

If AAB (Ψ) satisfies the Parseval tight frame of the following form, then
elements of AAB (Ψ) called synthetic wavelet.

∀f ∈ L2
(
R2
)
, have

∑
j,l,k

|〈f,Ψj,l,k〉|2 = ‖f‖2 (12)
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Decomposition of shearlets transform consists of multi-scale decomposition
and direction localized.

3 Image dehazing based on shearlet transform

3.1 Low-frequency coefficients processing

Use fuzzy contrast enhancement to deal with low frequency coefficients,
First of all Low frequency coefficient to be standardized.

u (m,n) = G < C (m,n) ≥ C (m,n)− Cmin
Cmax − Cmin

(13)

Where C (m,n) is Low-frequency coefficients of shearlet transform, Cmin
is the minimum coefficient of C (m,n),Cmax is the maximum coefficient of
C (m,n), and u (m,n) ∈ [0, 1].

Select a transformation function f (x), obtain

u′ (m,n) = f (u (m,n)) (14)

After execute inverse transform for u′ (m,n),and obtain the original low-
frequency coefficients:

C ′ (m,n) = G−1 (u′ (m,n)) = Cmin + u′ (m,n)× (Cmax − Cmin) (15)

f (x) as follows:

f1 (x) = 1− (1.5x− 1)2 (16)

f2 (x) = x
1
3 (17)

Where x ∈ [0, 1]. When u (m,n) < 0.45,use f1 to deal with foggy image,
and when u (m,n) > 0.5,use f2 to deal with foggy images, and when u (m,n) ∈
[0.45, 0.5] ,can be considered image brightness is suited,therefore do not deal
with.

3.2 High-frequency coefficients processing

Using improved fuzzy algorithm to handle the high frequency coefficient.
In traditional fuzzy algorithm, the following definitions is fuzzy membership
function:

µmn = Ψ (xmn) =

[
1 +

xmax − xmn
Fd

]−Fe

(18)
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Where xmax is maximum grayscale value of image X,Fd is countdown fuzzy
factor,Fe is exponent fuzzy factor, general, Fe = 2. Fuzzy enhancement for
µmn, enhanced nonlinear transfer function defined as follows:

µ′mn =

{
2µ2

mn, 0 ≤ µmn ≤ 0.5

1− 2 (1− µmn)2 , 0.5 < µ ≤ 1
(19)

Inverse transform defined as follows:

x′mn = Ψ−1 (µ′mn) (20)

4 Experimental results and analysis

In order to verify the effect of image dehazing algorithms-simulation experi-
ments on the computer of configured for Intel Core i7-3770 CPU, 8GB memory.
Select a foggy photo captured from life as Experimental images, contrast al-
gorithm are gray linear transformation, histogram equalization, RetinexMSR
and algorithms in this paper, and all experiments using Matlab to achieve.

4.1 Comparing visual effect after dehazing

Gray linear transformation is use the function of imadjust to extend the
scope of local gray image, visual effect of Gray linear transformation as shown
in Figure 1.

Fig1. Visual effect of Gray linear transformation

Histogram equalization is the most common method for enhancing the
contrast. Visual effect as shown in Figure 2.
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Fig2. Visual effect of Histogram equalization

RetinexMSR is image enhancement algorithm based on Fuzzy multi-scale
Retinex, and can achieve better Enhancement results. Visual effect of RetinexMSR
and algorithm in this paper as shown in Figure 3.

Fig 3. Visual effect of RetinexMSR and algorithm in this paper

Can be seen from Figures 1 to 3, the algorithm in this paper to enhance
image detail rich, subjective visual effect of Enhance image was significantly
better than the first three methods.

4.2 Comprehensive performance comparison

In this paper, adopt information entropy, standard deviation, image clarity
and running time to quantitative evaluation of image dehazing. Given below
definition format of information entropy and standard deviation: Information
entropy:

H = −
L−1∑
k=0

pr (rk) log2pr (rk) (21)
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Standard deviation:

S =

√√√√ 1

MN

M∑
y=1

N∑
x=1

(
f (x, y)− f

)2
(22)

Where f is average gray of image f (x, y).M is the number of rows of image,
and N is the number of column of image. Comparing the results of various
algorithms as shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Objective evaluation data of four methods for Enhanced image

Evaluation Indicator Information Entropy Standard Deviation Image Clarity Running Time/s
Source image 6.3005 34.2407 2.1293
GLT(GAMMA>1) 5.6775 88.4193 5.6254 0.438
HE(32) 7.8599 75.3445 8.6785 0.739
RetinexMSR 7.4982 53.0626 13.2982 0.544
This paper 7.5270 55.2351 13.9890 0.305

where GLT is on behalf of Gray linear transformation,HE(32) is on behalf
of Histogram equalization(32 discrete levels).Can be obtained from Table 1.
While value of information entropy and standard deviation of the first two
methods is larger, but the operation time is long. The method in this paper,
to enhance information entropy and standard deviation the image, minimum
running time and clarity is best. In particular, the image clarity value of the
algorithm in this paper is the highest.

5 Conclusions

This thesis proposed a novel method to enhance foggy images. The exper-
imentation results show improvement in image contrast and enhanced struc-
tural details of foggy images. Therefore, this enhancement technique can be
an effective tool to foggy images enhancement. The results represent that
the paper concludes that algorithms based on shearlet transform is a better
approach for contrast enhancement of the foggy images.
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